CALL TO ORDER : 9:08PM
I’m getting over being a little sick, so I can’t be as loud as usual. This means that we’re going to have to keep the side chat to even less than normal. I’m sorry.

MYSTERY ACTIVITY : 9:09PM
You’re being handed your Hallywood video sheets, as well as superlative sheets. The superlatives are for the yearbook, and we’ll collect those sheets when we collect the Hallywood ones.
Scudder - Are the superlatives just E-Board?
Elee - No. God no. That’d be weird. “Hey, which of us…?” No. Anyone in RHSA.
Sam - It can be E-Board or AC.
Elee - I mean, if you’re so possessed to say that I’m the best, I won’t blame you.
We watched Deyo’s video, Bliss’ video, Lefevre’s video, and Ridgeview’s video.

ROLL CALL/HALL REPORTS: 9:29PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HALL NAME</th>
<th>NUMBER PRESENT</th>
<th>SHIRTS</th>
<th>HALL REPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEVIER</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Talked about May programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLISS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Talked about future programs and Gala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOUTON</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 RHSA 2 conference</td>
<td>Got and set up new pool table in lounge and discussed more programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPEN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Planned all programs for rest of year and discussed what to do with prize money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLANGO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 conference</td>
<td>Discussed future programming and bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRISPELL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Talked about programs that could be done in the future with rest of the budget, as well as attending an RA program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEYO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Discussed last program for the year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUBOIS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Discussed Banquet and wrapping up programming, and hosted Try Not to Laugh competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESOPUS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Talked mainly about programming and filling out RSVP sheet for Gala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAGE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Had egg hunt program and talked about upcoming Gala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFEVRE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Discussed future events, including spa night with RAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENAPE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Postponed bonding, discussed future programming, got swag, and discussed hall gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGEVIEW</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Did programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUDDER</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Discussed budget and how to use it, as well as future programming and custodial approcration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jennifer - Point of information, if you’re not wearing the shirt, you’re not getting the GFPs. You have to wear the shirt.

NRHH : 9:33PM  
Rui - Hey everyone! So sorry, it’s hard to be loud. We had a paint and sip program that was pretty successful. People got to design a sunset or something…? It was cool. This Friday is Pay It Forward Day, which is a day of kindness, so do something for a fellow human, whether it be paying for someone’s dinner or helping them with groceries or something. It’s just a day of kindness towards fellow people. NRHH will be tabling in the SUB and giving out pens, stress balls, and tote bags from 12 to 3. It’ll be a great time. That’s it from me.

SENATE : 9:34PM  
Hi guys! Here’s the Senate report! A promo video for The Loop is going to go out soon, because it has not been very productive. The schedules are going to be updated, too, so they have the right times. We had a Meet the Candidates event tonight. I’m running for President, so make sure I get the RHSA vote! I’m not playing, I’m serious. Okay. We are revising the constitution right now. Spring Fest tickets are available now, and that started at 9pm, so sign up and I hope to see all of you there! Reserve tickets! We’ve been talking about our two strike drug policy and trying to get that situated, because it’s only us and SUNY Maritime that have that policy, and they’re a military school. This isn’t high school. We need to change our policy. Besides that, there will be some changes in budget. If your club is a Tier 1 club, you will be getting $1000 instead of $2000. We did this because we have 193 chartered clubs on this campus and only 1.5 million in the budget. I know that sounds like a lot, but we pay for The Loop, the children’s center, Spring Fest, and a lot of other things, and some expenses needed to be cut down. If a club requests funding for a program, that program has to fit within the mission statement of the club. You can’t be a horse-riding club asking for funding to go ride cows. Don’t do it. If you’re going to a competition, we can only fund up to two days of that competition. That’s it. At the last meeting, I had someone else give the report and there was some misinformation. $50 will be added to each dining plan next semester, and that starts next semester. It’s $50, not $60. Also, we’re not trying to cancel The Loop. I don’t know who said that. If you want anything else clarified, let me know.

OLD BUSINESS : 9:37PM  
Motion to Open: dubois  
Second: capen

Rock and Roll BUZZ Silent Rave  
So on Friday, April 20th at 7:30pm, we had a Silent Race program. It was awesome. Thanks to all those who came. We all jammed out and played with glow stuff and had a great time.
Historian
Sorry, I’m sick again. I don’t know how that happened. If you have not given me your superlative sheet, give them to me. I’m currently counting the votes, but you’ll find out the results when you see the yearbook. Not before then, unless I decide to tell you, which I won’t. That’s all. Actually, while I’m still talking, thank you to anyone who has contributed to the yearbook. I appreciate you! I know that I kinda forced you to do it, but I still appreciate it. You guys are cool and fun and I like being around you. Thank you for putting up with me. It’s gonna be great and I can’t wait for y’all to see it. Thanks!

Motion to Close: Esopus
Second: Deyo

NEW BUSINESS : 9:39PM

Motion to Open: Bouton
Second: Scudder

Amendments
Sam - Hi! So, we’re gonna vote on the amendments given to you last week. I also have one to give you for next week.
Mario - You woulda thought we were done with elections. The way this is going to work is that we’re going to go through the amendment procedure. I’ll explain. First, we’ll have a motion to bring a specific amendment to the floor. Because Sam wrote them all, Sam will do readings of each as they are brought to the floor. You can move to waive the reading. Did you hear? You can move to waive the reading. Move to waive the reading, so we don’t have the do it. Move to waive the reading. After that, Sam will give a quick explanation of the amendment, and then we will open Q&A with Sam. After that, we’ll move into discussion, and then into a vote. If the vote is unanimous, we can vote by acclamation. It’ll make everything faster if we can vote like that. Can I have the first motion?
Deyo - Point of information, what’s the protocol for voting?
Mario - You move to vote by acclamation. I’ll ask for dissent, and if there is none, we make moose antlers and say “Acclamation!”

Motion to Open “Treasurer Budget” Amendment: Esopus

Sam - I will now read this amendment.

Motion to Waive Reading
Second

Sam - It basically says that all paid expenses and DOs have to be done in two weeks.
Motion to Open Discussion: Bliss
Second: Ridgeview

Dubois - So basically, and correct me if I’m wrong, this says that if receipts for reimbursements aren’t
given in two weeks, the individual will not be reimbursed?
Dariana - I can clarify. So, I have to create DOs for anything the E-Board spends on RHSA. I have to
keep an up-to-date spreadsheet based off of the receipts that I’m given and the DOs that I write. When I
have overdue checks, my budget is off and CAS’ budget is off. This amendment says that if receipts are
handed to me two weeks past when the event was, the person will not get the money. This is good,
because then my spreadsheet will not be off, the CAS spreadsheet will not be off, and the amount that we
can spend will not be off.

Motion to Close Discussion: Esopus
Second: Capen

Motion to Vote by Acclamation: Scudder

Motion to Open “Election Procedure” Amendment: Esopus

Sam - I will now read-

Motion to Waive Reading: Dubois

Sam - Basically, the gopher in the back can come up to someone during an election and say that they
being biased.

Motion to Open Q&A: Bliss
Second: Deyo

Gage - You wrote something about being told outside of the room.
Collango - I don’t understand this amendment. Can you explain it more thoroughly?
Sam - There are two parts to this amendment. The first part states that the E-Board member who is in the
back of the room during elections has the right to come up to a member of the AC that is showing bias
and tell them to stop. The second part is that, once a decision has been made, outside of the room, the
person who is with the candidates will let them know the decision prior to entering the room.
Crispell - So they would know if there were instances of bias?
Sam - No. The decision of who won or lost.

Motion to Close Q&A: Deyo
Second: Lenape

Motion to Open Discussion: Esopus
Second: Ridgeview

Collango - At our last Hall Gov meeting, we discussed this amendment, and we believed more should be
added to a degree. Like, yeah, the E-Board can go up to a person and say they’re being biased, but maybe
there should also be some penalty? Like a three-strike policy?
Elee - In my personal experience of being gopher, once you let someone know they’re being biased, it occurs to them that they need to stop and they don’t continue once they’ve been made aware. I don’t think it would be a continued issue. This amendment is just being put in so there’s procedure for who lets the AC member know.
Lefevre - What’s the point of letting the candidates know the decision outside?
Elee - It’s embarrassing, man.
Andrea - Being up there and finding out and then slowly walking away is less cool than being able to prepare emotionally.
Gage - Discussion point. Just to be clear, this amendment lets the gopher talk to someone showing bias, but it doesn’t say that that person would have to abstain.
Elee - We can’t force a person to vote any particular way, and the voting is anonymous, so we wouldn’t know.
Mario - As an RHSA Rep for elections, your job is to remain unbiased. We expect you to do your job. We can’t take away the job, so we have to put our faith in you guys.
Lefevre - What is the...where is the line drawn with this, because it’s a slippery slope?
Elee - It’s at the discretion of the E-Board.
Collango - The thing just brought up was how our Hall Gov as a whole felt. We thought there should be something in place where, if it occurs, you can tell someone but that doesn’t mean they’ll listen. There should be some sort of repercussion.
Elee - Dariana, can you gopher for this?
Dariana - Yeah.
Sam - Repercussion would fall under ParliPro. If Mario thinks it’s continuing to happen, there are things in ParliPro that can cause repercussions. Also, you can propose another amendment to put in repercussions yourself, if you’d like.
Esopus - So, this says that, if an E-Board member in the back sees bias, they can say something. What if someone from the same hall wants to notify the person?
Sam - They can. You just can’t always believe that they are going to do it, so that’s why we give the power to the E-Board as well.
Ridgeview - In reference to a previous comment, if you’re voting for your E-Board, you should trust your E-Board. We voted for them and we should trust their discretion.

Motion to Close Discussion: Esopus
Second: Capen

Motion to Vote by Acclamation: Esopus

Motion to Open “Anonymous Minutes” Amendment: Gage

Sam - I will now re-

Motion to Waive Reading: Scudder

Sam - This would make it so that election minutes are anonymous, meaning that halls would not be named in discussion.
Bliss - Point of personal privilege, please slow down so we can understand what you’re saying.
Sam - It should be in front of you. The minutes throughout the elections, it would mean that Jules or the future Secretary, whoever that is,-
Elee - Sarah
Sam - Yeah, they would keep those minutes anonymous.
Andrea - And the point is…?
Sam - So that, at the end of the day, if you just got elected or you just didn’t get elected, you won’t see what specific halls said about you, because you won’t know who said what.

Motion to Open Q&A: Deyo
Second: Esopus

Bouton - So just a clarifying question, the things that people say are anonymous?
Sam - They will be, if this passes.
Bouton - So, how they are now is that is says the person?
Sam - It says hall name. So, if you said something, it would say Bouton and the discussion point.
Bouton - So the things said will still be there?
Sam - Yeah, just not the hall name.
Esopus - How would the logistics of this be? Because it’s anonymous, how would you know if it’s a two- or four-party discussion between two halls. If two halls are going back and forth, or if all the halls are involved, if you’re reading the minutes, how would you tell the difference? You won’t be able to tell if it’s one person or two or everyone.
Sam - The whole point is that you don’t know who.
Bliss - But he’s saying that you wouldn’t be able to tell if only two halls are talking, or if it’s a bunch.
Elee - Point of information, it doesn’t matter if two halls are arguing. We’re trying to avoid that, and because it’s the AC discussing and not halls arguing, it shouldn’t matter who is saying what. It’s why we write Bliss and not Pharez. Sometimes, you even have halls arguing with themselves. It shouldn’t matter minutes-wise.
Esopus - Also, it might hurt to not have names for members of Hall Gov who want to keep AC Reps accountable. They have to make sure they’re not doing something or that they’re bringing something up. If they aren’t, no one would know.
Elee - E-Board would, because we’re here.
Esopus - Why include the discussion in the minutes?
Elee - Point of information, personally, I think it’s good if you’re running for something to look back at previous elections. I lost my first election to Rui, what up? I ran for PR after that and it was helpful for me to see what I could improve upon and what was discussed. Minutes are helpful to understand.
Dariana - I ran for NCC before running for Treasurer, and I could look at previous Treasurer elections to prepare. That’s what it is for any position you’re applying for.

Motion to Close Q&A: Bliss
Second: Collango

Motion to Open Discussion: Scudder
Second: Capen

Collango - Collango discussed this one, and after discussing, we felt it would be smart for the E-Board to have their own copy with the halls listed, just in case problems arise in the AC. Someone might say something and fights can occur. We don’t want them to, of course, but we thought it was a possibility. Someone could say, for example, “Oh, Bliss said this about you”, but it wasn’t Bliss that said it and a fight could happen.
Mario - Just for reference, if there’s something in the amendment that you want to change, we can also friendly-amend it and could add-on or change something. That’s an option. It’s going to take longer, but it’s an option, and it’s my job to tell you that.

Collango - When you said that it’s going to be longer, everyone made a noise, but saying that because something is harder, we shouldn’t do it, is a bad idea.

Crispell - I believe it’s a good idea, but might be more work for the Secretary, as well as maybe it is a good idea, but what Elee was saying before is that the whole point of elections is to not have arguments and that’s why anonymity is so… it’s the whole AC talking and not just halls.

Elee - Point of information, for some context, two years ago, the E-Board had hall names in the elections. The next year, during the Cathcals presidency, we stopped doing that and started making them anonymous. I forgot we started doing that, and it was never a rule, but the reason we started it is because people are much more likely to be upset that “Collango said that about me” as opposed to just a block of discussion. That was more likely to make people feel conflicted. We realized after a few elections that we should have been doing it the other way, but felt as an E-Board that it wouldn’t be fair to start implementing that halfway through the process, because it’s not fair to those who ran in previous elections. That’s your context.

Mario - No, I’m not okay.

Collango - When we had a discussion about that, we wanted to make sure everyone knew what was going on and we want this to occur. We just thought that life happens and things can backfire. By having the E-Board, which is a non biased entity, have a copy, they can know what has occurred just in case someone in the AC said something. There won’t be a fight, because you have the information.

Deyo - Point of clarification, I don’t know if I can ask Jules, but when the minutes are edited, are the original copies shared with the E-Board as well?

Jules - My original minutes are super messy, in all honesty, so I don’t usually send those out.

Elee - Yeah, lots of typos.

Jennifer - Also, the reason we take minutes and discussion happens is to facilitate growth, not for arguments, but for what we can do to make RHSA better. Who is going to be better for RHSA? They’re so the person who didn’t get it can become a better student leader. It’s about how to help them become a better person. For you guys to have a better experience. Not for you guys to duke it out.

Elee - Point of information, and in reference to Collango’s comment, I’m thinking of the scenario where someone says that one halls says something but it’s another hall. In that scenario, first, that person would have to wait for the minutes to come out to see what was said. Then, even if it was said, and even if the E-Board has the original minutes, the only case scenario is you asking what happened, and then us having to go through the process of finding out if we can share that information with you. Even if we could, you would only find out that yes, the hall you were told said it did say it, or no, it was another hall that said it. That’s just changing the blame. Erasing the blame completely takes away from that being an issue.

Motion to Close Discussion: Lenape
Second: Esopus

Motion to Vote by Acclamation: Deyo

Motion to Open “Monthly One-on-Ones with E-Board Members” Amendment: Esopus

Motion to Waive Reading: Esopus

Sam - The President, as per the current constitution, has to have biweekly one-on-ones with every member of the E-Board. This is going to change that to monthly one-on-ones, because biweekly is a lot.
Motion to Open Q&A: Esopus  
Second: Collango

Scudder - So, like, just to see, like, with the biweekly ones, since it happens so often, how much do you actually have to discuss? Is it helpful?
Elee - So, this happened because Cathcals put it in the constitution to have them biweekly, and then passed the reins to me, and I thought about it for a hot sec. The President would then have four meetings a week added on, on top of two other one-on-ones per week. That’s six weekly meetings, not including AC and E-Board meetings. That’s eight meetings per week, which is extremely excessive and not productive.
Chrissy - For context, RDs are only required to have one-on-ones with their staff, who they hire, once every other week.
Elee - In practice, we aren’t doing biweekly ones We are doing monthly ones, and it’s just, “Hey, come hang out with me”. We’ll talk RHSA, chill, talk about the position and how we’re doing personally and if anyone needs anything. It’s helpful to have them required because it’s important that the President has that conversation, but it’s not necessary more than once a month.
Esopus - Point of information, is biweekly twice a week or twice a month.
Elee - Twice a month.

Motion to Close Q&A: Bliss  
Second: Deyo

Motion to Open Discussion: Lenape  
Second: Esopus

Motion to Close Discussion: Esopus  
Second: Capen

Motion to Vote by Acclamation: Scudder

Motion to Open “Print Quota” Amendment: Esopus  
Second: Deyo

Motion to Waive Reading: Esopus

Sam - As of right now, there’s nothing in the constitution that talks about the PR print budget. Each hall gets $7 of print quota from RHSA to print in the office for RHSA-related purposes. We use the same system as Papercut, which is 10 cents per black and white page and 50 cents per color page. You can come to anyone’s office hours and I keep track in a doc.

Motion to Open Q&A: Deyo  
Second: Lenape

Esopus - So, this is just kind of formalizing it to make sure everyone gets the same amount?
Sam - Yeah.
Ridgeview - So your system is the same as the school’s?
Sam - The RHSA printer is a stand-alone printer, so it doesn’t use Papercut.
Crispell - Since it’s a stand-alone printer without Papercut, is the budget individually calculated? Say Crispell prints three pages in black and white and two in color. Would that be calculated automatically?
Sam - The next PR would do it manually.
Esopus - I know this sounds silly, but printers mess up sometimes. I’m assuming it works the same way as Papercut where our accounts would still be charged?
Sam - No, because it’s a manual input.

Motion to Close Q&A: Dubois
Second: Bouton

Motion to Open Discussion: Collango
Second: Gage

Motion to Close Discussion: Lenape
Second: Capen

Motion to Vote by Acclamation: Dubois

Motion to Open “Transitional Materials” Amendment: Gage
Second: Collango

Motion to Waive Reading: Bliss

Sam - As of right now, there’s nothing in the constitution about the E-Board having to create transitional materials for their in-trainings. Whether it be a binder, or a Google Doc, or anything, it says stuff like “you should do this if this goes wrong!” and “things I wish I knew”. Making this mandatory doesn’t affect you guys.

Motion to Open Q&A: Ridgeview
Second: Lenape

Esopus - This is just that you have to create something?
Sam - Yeah, there’s no specifics. Just some instructions for your in-training.
Collango - Can point two be clarified?
Sam - Like having the successors shadow you? That was already in the constitution. I didn’t touch that.
Collango - But what does that mean?
Sam - They show up to office hours and you train them.

Motion to Close Q&A: Deyo
Second: Lenape

Motion to Open Discussion: Dubois
Second: Capen

Motion to Close Discussion: Esopus
Second: Gage

Motion to Vote by Acclamation: Scudder
Mario - That is the end of the amendment process.

Motion to Close Floor: Collango

Sam - Now, I will hand out one more amendment proposal to be discussed next meeting.

The Amazing Race
That’s me! Hello! So, as you all know and I’m sure you’re all very excited for, we have...drumroll...in place of Color Wars...The Amazing Race! Wooooo! So exciting! This will be happening April 29th, which is this Sunday, and it’s starting in front of JFT. It’s going from 12pm to 2pm. You may be asking, what is this? So, you come and complete challenges with your hall in The Amazing Race-style. If you don’t know what that is, find a Youtube video because I’m kind of unsure myself, but it’s fine. We’re gonna have a real good party with great challenges. I’m buying stamps, just food for thought. See you there! 12 to 2! I’m not feeding you! See you there!
-- I have two ends but no beginning. What am I? --
Elee - Just so you know, you’ll need a bunch of different strengths, because some are mental, some are physical, some need strategy. Bring your Hall Gov. Bring people in your hall that are interested. There are different challenges all over campus. You’ll be given a passport book and a clue. It’s cool, and we’re working with Humans vs. Zombies, and they’re cool.

Banquet
Hey y’all! So, last week, I sent out invites to y’all and I got some back, which is really exciting. The RSVP list is due no later than 4/26 at 3:30pm in the RHSA office. I’m working on it. I forgot, but you reminded me with your face. Anyway, those are due on 4/26 at 3:30pm. If you don’t bring it to me, your hall is only going to get ten seats and that sucks. There’s gonna be great food, great music, and it’s going to be a nice end-of-semester wrap-up. Everyone is low on dining dollars, from what I’ve heard. I’m trying to have a dining dollar daddy so raise ya hand if you got moneys. I’ll hit you up later. Please be sure to come. It’s gonna be fun. Look great and have fun.

Motion to Close: Lenape
Second: Collango

UPCOMING EVENTS 10:17PM
The Amazing Race, April 29th, JFT, 12pm-2pm
Banquet, May 7th, SUB MPR, 8pm-11pm
Lenape - Is there a theme for Banquet?
Andrea - Old Hollywood, glam, beautiful, natural, easy-breezy...BUT it’s Old Hollywood, so like old glam, looking beautiful, being you.

HALL CONCERNS :10:18 PM
Scudder - Okay, so they came in and they put this weird little plastic tile thing in there and it’s curved…
Elee - I need more specifics than that. Who is they? Where is there?
Scudder - The leak in the basement. So, it has a tube running down from the ceiling to a garbage can that’s really tiny and overflows and cracks, and it gets the whole floor wet, and it’s worse than it was before, and now the edges are leaking, and it’s also causing other problems. The water pressure in the hall is going down because of it and we have three weeks left, so I feel like they’re not going to fix it under
the summer, but it’s causing a domino effect. These are the last three weeks of the semester, and I don’t need to be more stressed because my hall is acting up.

Scudder - Also, about the leak, they put a giant recycling bin there.
Scudder - No, they moved that.
Scudder - Well, that also overflows, and the water pressure changes. Sometimes, a lot comes out, and sometimes, nothing. It’s pretty wild.
Scudder - It’s like a water park over in Scudder. Come here, it’s fun.
Collango - So, like, we had no washing machines. Now, we have some, but we still don’t have all of them, but we had none.
Andrea - You’re correct. There’s only so much one can do about this. I’m trying my best. Jenn is trying her best. That’s it. That’s all I have to tell you.
Collango - Also, the AC in the basement has been broken forever.
Andrea - You’re right.
Scudder - You have an AC?
Emily - It’s a box in the window that blocks the air from coming through. It’s more an air blocker than an air conditioner.
Scudder - So since two days ago, there has been a loud beeping noise in Scudder. They fixed it for about two hours, and then it started up again, and people keep saying they’re working on it but nothing is being done.
Elee - Was it like an “eeeeeeeeeeeee”?
Scudder - Yeah, it’s bad.
Jules - I heard it from the office today.
Elee - I have no idea what that is. It’s an alarming alarm.

STUDENT CONCERNS FOLLOW-UP : 10:22PM
We went to PresCab and we asked about a few things!
In regards to food service on snow days on the south end of campus, the current protocol is to open Hasbrouck first, then the SUB, then Starbucks. If Ridgeview opens, something else can’t. Ridgeview is hard, because it currently requires four people to run, it’s far, and it’s harder to get to because roads there tend to clear later. However, once Ridgeview switches over to the new place, it’s going to be part hot food and part convenience store, and the convenience store part would only require one person to run, so it will be considered for next semester and onward.
In regards to gender neutral bathroom accessibility, Facilities is going to look into building code requirements to see if they can make the multi-stall ones in JFT available for multiple use instead of single use.
In regards to the skateboards and non-motorized vehicles restrictions, they will be the following:
Must yield to pedestrians, in buildings riding is prohibited, tricks between the fine arts building and the front of JFT are prohibited. Also within this area, you cannot ride during heavy congestion times, which is the 15 minutes between classes. Riders must dismount vehicles 10 feet from building entrances. Any person who uses non-motorized vehicles are personally liable for their actions.
Collango - How is this going to be enforced? I think it’s great, because I almost got murdered on the way here by someone on a board, but I don’t know how it is going to be enforced.
Elee - Like everything else is. It will likely be enforced in terms of if it is seen and by community enforcement.
Ridgeview - Just trip them.

STUDENT CONCERNS : 10:26PM
Bliss - It’s getting warmer out, but the heat is still on in all of the academic buildings. When do they switch over?
Chrissy - The temperature outside needs to reach a certain degree for a certain number of days in a row, and we haven’t reached that yet, but once we do, they’ll think about turning it off. It’ll be any week now.
Elee - That’s good, because with the hormonal weather of April, it can be warm for two days, and once they turn it off, they can’t turn it back on, so they can turn it on and the next day can be thirty degrees and cold.
Collango - In one of the elevators, there’s a hole.
Elee - Where?
Collango - Here. In this building. It’s not a hole through the floor, but it’s bad.
Emily - Point of information, a tile is smashed. It’s not a hole, but it’s a smashed tile with a wet floor sign over it. Because there’s a sign there, people probably know about it.
Elee - Can you see through the bottom?
Collango - Not quite.
Elee - So it’s not dangerous enough to fall down the shaft. That’s not too bad. Could be worse,

OPEN FLOOR : 10:28PM
Deyo - I’m doing my Engineering one first. Hey guys! Engineering Club is having a soldering event this Thursday! If you’ve ever wanted to try to build something by yourself, come by! We’ll be building FM and AM transmitters, so you can have a tiny radio, and also a night light. We’ll have things readily available to build your own circuit. You can build something cool, work on your breadboarding skills. That’s what you do before you do a circuit. It’s this Thursday at 8pm in Resnick 109.
Deyo - So, I know this is a long time away, but on 5/8, Deyo hall is trying to work with other halls. Deyo’s phone started ringing.
Deyo - Don’t put that in the minutes. Anyway, Deyo wants to work with other halls to have a Hall Gov Olympics!
Deyo - So, we have a couple different ideas, including messy Twister, which is when you put paint on the dots so you have a cool shirt afterwards, and slip-and-slide kickball. Any halls that want to collab, come see us after and we’ll give you information. And yes, it’s kickball, but with slip-and-slides.
Deyo - 5/8 from 1pm to 2:30pm. Location to be announced next week, because I have my meeting with Mike Patterson this Wednesday.
Dubois - I was just going to ask. Will there be protective gear provided for Twister? That sounds dangerous.
Deyo - It’s not full running and it’s small.
Dubois - Someone might fall on their chin.
Deyo - We’ll also be doing things like egg-in-spoon races and three-legged races. People could get hurt from everything. Everything’s a hazard.
Ridgeview - So, continuing into this week, this Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Avenue Q is running in Mckenna Theatre. It’s really really funny. If you want to see something really funny with puppets and puppet sex, come by! Tickets are sold in the box office in Starbucks for $10. This Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, the shows are at 8pm, and on Sunday, the show is at 2pm. Everyone come support the Theatre program.
Scudder - Why couldn’t the bicycle stand up by itself?
Scudder - It was two-tired.
Scudder - I have another. What is an apology written in dots and dashes?
Everyone - A re-Morse code.
Scudder - Well, TBA Improv is having a show on May 1st in Dubois at 7pm. You guys should come through. Hopefully, you’ll hear a joke you’ve never heard before, because it’s improv.

Gage - In reference to theatre, the Miami Theatre Players are having a show 5/3, 5/4, and 5/5 at 8pm. They’re putting on Carrie, and I’m obsessed with this show. The tickets are $5 for students and $10 for non students, so that’s fun. Come support local theatre.

Crispell - So, sadly, it is somewhat at the same time as The Amazing Race, but we had times before The Amazing Race was even a thing.

Andrea - Probably not but okay.

Crispell - Well, so, we have UPC Carnival once again, but this time new and improved! We are featuring a DJ, henna, caricatures, raffles, games, popcorn, and more. Join us in Parker Quad from 12 to 4 on Sunday April 29th.

Elee - So go 2 to 4.

Crispell - So after The Amazing Race, come to the UPC Carnival!

Thomas - Hello! It’s ya boy. What’s up? So, May is almost here. My time as TAP has almost come to an end. I’ve got the end of this month, still, and a few programs in May that I’ll announce then, but for now, I have one last one for April. It’s gonna be watching Kiki’s Delivery Service in Bouton Hall basement this Friday at 8pm. Hall Gov is helping me because they’re the best people in the world, and we’re having snacks and stuff. It’s gonna be a good time and if you came, I’d appreciate it.

Lefevre - Hey! We’re having TED Talks with Teddy Grahams, put on by Hall Gov and some of the RAs from Lefevre. We’re going to have a big projection screen and we’ll be watching really important TED talks that we think every college kid should watch. It’s going to be Wednesday 4/25 at 8pm in the Lefevre main lounge.

Esopus - On Wednesday, Hall Gov is having a Spring door decor program. You can come make things for your door, and they’re Spring-y and stuff. I think it’s at 6:27pm. Come out, and I didn’t pick the time. All of the RA programs start at weird times so now it’s all programs.

Elee - We like it, Esopus. We respect you.

Lenape - Two announcements. First, some more theatre stuff, Oedipus Recalls also premieres next week. It’s the same days as Carrie.

Dariana - See one on one day and one on another.

Lenape - Also, you guys know I love poetry, so why not have another poetry program? I’ll be showing Freedom Writers Wednesday at 8pm in the Lenape main lounge. If you want to come out and see a fantastic movie, we’ll have popcorn and kettle corn. I’ll be there. We’ll have drinks, nonalcoholic, and that’s this Wednesday.

Lefevre - Really quick, this Thursday at 9pm, Hall Gov and the RAs are having a spa night.

Emily - I have two things. This Thursday, in collab with Hall Gov, Lefevre is having a spa night. You should come. We did the announcement together. It was a collab. Second thing, I wasn’t going to tell you who got what, and I’m still not, but I have to tell you because this is really funny. You’ll never know who, but the person who got Most Likely to Jump in the Gunk got an overwhelming nineteen votes. This person is from Ridgeview. I’m not gonna say names, but we all know, and that’s hilarious. The next highest was five for one person.

Lenape - Hello everyone! So I have a quick announcement about SA elections. So this year is important because we’re holding a referendum in reference to our student activities fund. The reason why this is so important is that this year, we are deciding whether or not to make the student activities fund fee voluntary. I urge everyone to vote because it’s important that we don’t make it voluntary, because if we do, a long of things will go underfunded, like RHSA because RHSA gets its money from...oh, no? Well, other clubs and other things.

Andrea - Can I add to that? If you’re in any clubs that aren’t Hall Gov, like any chartered clubs, you’re going to be underfunded. Not that you aren’t already, but even more so. Spring Fest, I know everyone
says that the artists are trash, because yeah, but we take that out of the SA budget, so things like that are not going to have the money to happen. If we make it voluntary, no one is going to pay for it, because let’s be real, even the $3 for the Green Fund, I don’t pay because I’m a bad person. Don’t make it voluntary. It’s bad enough that SA is dealing with no money. They would have even less. I cannot stress enough that everyone take the two minutes to vote.

PASSING OF MOLLY THE MOOSE : 10:42PM
Deyo gave her a dragon mohawk and is passing her to Gage!

QUOTE OF THE WEEK : 10:43PM
“By my troth, Nerissa, my little body is aweary of this great world.” - Portia, Merchant of Venice

ADJOURNMENT 10:44PM
Next Meeting in SUB 418!